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System on Chip (SoC) is the backbone component of the electronics industry nowadays. 
ASIC and FPGA-based SoCs are the two most popular methods of manufacturing SoCs. 
However, both ASIC and FPGA industries are plagued with risks of counterfeits due to the 
limitations in Security, Accountability, Complexity, and Governance of their supply chain 
management. As a result, the current practices of these microelectronics supply chain suffer from 
performance and efficiency bottlenecks. 
In this research, we are incorporating blockchain technology into the FPGA and ASIC 
microelectronic supply chain to help mitigate the risk of counterfeit microelectronics through a 
secure and decentralized solution that is resilient to tampering of transaction records. We present 
a generalizable design framework of blockchain-managed supply chains focusing on the SoC 
industries, including both FPGA and ASIC based solutions. This research also produced a 
working prototype for the transfer of assets in a supply chain with Blockchain at its backend. We 
also address the various other requirements of an enterprise blockchain setup like governance, 
permissions, scalability, accountability, privacy, and security.    
Our prototype, built upon Hyperledger Composer, illustrates that Blockchain can help in 
ensuring the integrity of the microelectronics in their supply chain. Moreover, the proposed 
solution can be used by a large-scale microelectronics ecosystem by having it deployed in the 
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Blockchain reimagines the way computers in a distributed environment interact with each 
other. The first use case of blockchain was Cryptocurrencies - with the launch of Bitcoin [1] in 
2008.  
However, not long it was realized that blockchains could have applications in almost any 
distributed system that must track an asset or an entity. While this being completely subjective 
from use case to use case, an asset can be defined as an attribute that you designate value to. And 
if that number must be tracked in a safe secure decentralized manner in a distributed 
environment, Blockchain can be incorporated into the system to provide these capabilities. This 
was the idea behind blockchain platforms like Ethereum [2]. 
Soon, there was sudden goldrush and Blockchain was looked upon as a silver bullet that 
could solve all the problems faced by the modern-day business and landscape. This bubble was 
eventually popped by the end of 2018 [3]. However, this movement in the market had opened 
our eyes and given us a little clarity on what works and what doesn’t.  
In this research, we are incorporating blockchain into FPGA and ASIC microelectronic 
supply chain – to help detect the counterfeit microelectronics. We extend upon the work done by 
the paper [4] and focus on the SoC industries including both FPGA and ASIC solutions. 
Specifically, this research focuses on building a working prototype for the transfer of assets in a 
supply chain with Blockchain at its backend. We also address the various other requirements of 




1.1 Background of Study 
There are many issues that can happen due to counterfeit microelectronics. They are quality, 
security and environmental.  
• Quality: When the quality of the electronic is compromised, then the lifecycle of that 
commodity is reduced. This will impact the faith a customer has in the brand and is 
detrimental to the company’s short- and long-term profitability.  
• Security: A bug can be planted in a chip to dysfunction or take over the control of the 
microelectronic asset remotely. Thus, national security could be heavily compromised 
when such microelectronic assets are used in Defense projects.  
• Environmental: Lesser the lifecycle of an electronic good, more would be the 
electronic waste and that is not good for the environment. 
We intend to help avoid counterfeiting of microelectronics and have a streamlined developed 
ecosystem for the same.  
1.2 Contribution of the thesis 
 In this thesis, we intend to solve the counterfeits in microelectronic supply chains by 
utilizing blockchain technology. Various access control and security features are implemented 
which will help track and identify the root of conflict and it can then be properly resolved. We 
have especially focused upon ASIC and FPGA based System on Chips (SoCs) in our research 
since they are the two most popular methods of manufacturing SoCs.  
This thesis also attempts to set the foundations for the large-scale enterprise development of 
blockchain-enabled supply chain solutions. Thorough research has been conducted to decide the 
type of Blockchain Platform, designing the Assets and choosing the right consensus algorithm. A 
pathway to an enterprise-grade production is also provided in the thesis. 
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1.3 Thesis Organization 
This document is organized as follows:  
Chapter 2: Discuss the problems with the current supply chains.  
Chapter 3: Provide the literature survey.  
Chapter 4: Present the proposed blockchain-managed supply chain solution. 
Chapter 5: Here we focus on our model’s design and implementation. 
Chapter 6: In this chapter, we present the result of this thesis.  
Chapter 7: Finally, we conclude the thesis and present the framework for large-scale 
















2. PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT SUPPLY CHAIN  
 
Almost all the products in the market are manufactured with two or more raw 
materials/parts. Often, these supplies do not exist in the same geographical location. Companies 
get them supplied from various locations and assemble/manufacture the product at one location. 
The process of managing the transfer of raw material encompasses supply chain management.   
Supply chain management gained its importance from the globalization of manufacturing 
and a decrease in the price of shipping. Various organizations like SAP have released products 
that ease the supply chain management and ERP.  
Issues:  
While there have been massive developments in the Supply Chains, it still faces some prominent 
issues due to its infrastructure.   
1. Security and Confidentiality: Cybersecurity Threats have risen, and it has not spared the 
supply chain domain. It is possible to alter the details of a particular transaction and modify/steal 
the goods. This also affects the integrity of the goods.  
2. Accountability: Accountability is a challenge for the supply chains due to the presence of 
multiple sources of transaction ledgers. Accounting becomes difficult if ledgers are not 
synchronized.  
3. Complexity: Supply chains become more complex to manage if multiple actors at multiple 
locations get involved. 
4. Governance: Due to lack of transparency and information sharing, Governance of the supply 




           In the following chapters, we will explain the blockchain technology and the benefits of 






































3. LITERATURE SURVEY 
3.1 Blockchain   
Blockchain is a decentralized peer to peer network paradigm as illustrated in Fig. 1. In 
this architecture, we have a peer to peer network of nodes (computers) and they transact with 
each other. Each transaction between them is added to a Block, this block is verified by 
consensus and then added to an ever-growing ledger (chain). Thus, the word Blockchain (Block 
+ chain).   
  
Figure 1 Structure of a blockchain [5] 
 
Blockchain has taken the industry by storm and has reimagined the way the network 





3.2 Cryptocurrency  
 
The cryptocurrency was the first application of the Blockchain network. In a cryptocurrency 
network, the asset which is being transacted is considered as a currency. And since, the currency 
is being secured, transferred and verified by cryptographic algorithms – the name cryptocurrency 
struck.   
Bitcoin was the first cryptocurrency that was introduced in 2008. While Bitcoin was the first 
mover, it was limited to only one use-case: Finance. This limitation was soon solved by the 
introduction of Blockchain Platforms and Smart Contracts as illustrated in Fig. 2.   
 
 
Figure 2 Smart Contracts [6] 
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3.3 Blockchain Platforms and Smart Contracts  
Blockchain Platforms are the platform on which applications can be deployed. It is 
analogous to a web development framework like Ruby on Rails. A Blockchain Platform can run 
smart contracts.   
Smart contracts are the list of terms that are executed upon when the conditions are met. 
They are executed autonomously and helps maintain ongoing business transactions and logic.   
Ethereum was the first blockchain platform that was introduced in 2014 and it provided 
the necessary infrastructure for executing a Decentralized Applications. The smart contract code 
was written in the language Solidity. 
3.4 Consensus Algorithms:   
Consensus Algorithms defines the procedure in which consensus is reached among 
nodes.   
There are various consensus algorithms like POW, POS, DPOS, etc. I will now explain a 
few of the main consensus algorithms that are employed in existing blockchain ecosystems: 
1. Proof of work (POW): In proof of work consensus is reached by validators, also known 
as miners, by solving a cryptographic puzzle to check the validity of a block’s transactions. 
Bitcoin and Ethereum use proof of work algorithm. The advantage of this algorithm is that it 
provides better security capabilities, while the disadvantage is that the miners consume a lot 
of electricity to verify transactions.  
2. Proof of Stake (POS): In this algorithm, every validator stakes a portion of their currency. 
If they act against the system and give a false positive, they lose the coins they have staked. 
This motivates them to validate the transactions correctly. This mechanism overcomes the 
disadvantage of the POW algorithm by consuming less electricity since there is no 
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cryptographic puzzle to be solved when verifying the transactions, but POS is still 
susceptible to crypto-economic attacks like “Nothing at Stake”.  
3. Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS): In a delegated proof of stake, the nodes select which 
validator, based on their reputation, should generate or validate a block. The advantage of 
this algorithm is that it is economically viable. The drawback of this algorithm is that it leads 
to a little centralization of power, which is against the ethos of the blockchain system.   
4. Solo Consensus: Solo consensus is generally used in the development environment. In a 
solo consensus, only one system must validate the transactions. Now, this operates as a 
centralized system, so it is generally only used in a development environment with simple 
infrastructure. When we develop the project on a large scale, we upgrade the consensus to a 
more scalable decentralized consensus algorithm.  
3.5 Decentralized Applications  
Decentralized applications are referred to as the applications that are deployed on the 
Blockchain platform. Their front-end components are very similar to their centralized 
counterparts while the blockchain network acts as the backend for the application as illustrated in 




Figure 3 Difference between a traditional architecture and a decentralized application architecture. [7] 
3.6 Types of Blockchains  
Primarily there are two types of Blockchains:   
a. Public Blockchain:   
• Every node has access to the complete history of transactions  
• Fully Decentralized   
• Less scalable: Since a network-wide sync operation is required for each block/set of 
transactions.  
• Needs a currency to fuel the transactions  
• No private channel provisioning for privacy support 
• Examples Ethereum, NEO, EOS  
b. Private Blockchain:  
• Channel provisioning takes care of the privacy  
• More Scalable   
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• There is no need for a currency to run transactions on the platform  
• Maximally Decentralized: This means that it is a setup that is not perfectly 
decentralized but is tending towards it.  
• Due to all these features, private Blockchains are preferred in an enterprise use case  
• Examples are Hyperledger, Quorum, and Corda  
3.7 The Need for Blockchain in Business   
Now let us look at the basic requirements of Blockchains. Blockchains help us in 
asserting the ownership on an asset. If data is saved on the distributed ledger, it cannot be 
deleted. It can only be amended. Thus, all your assets are owned by you till you transfer the 
ownership. Thus, Blockchain can protect us from all the frauds that can happen with regards to 
your ownership.    
Now the next need for Blockchain is to establish trust. For example, you want to donate 
money to a charity, but you do not trust that the money would be spent wisely. If the whole 
process is tracked on the Blockchain, wherein we can observe the movement of the money. 
Then, rest assured our money would be utilized for good.    
The final and most important feature that Blockchains bring to the table is democratizing 
the markets. Since the reputation of the firms is open to the public, we as consumers can choose 
any business. This decentralizes power and avoids the formation of monopolies.    
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3.8 Blockchain Enterprise Design Framework  
 
Figure 4 Blockchain Enterprise Design Framework 
 
  
Now I will explain the approach to solving a business problem with Blockchain as summarized 
in as illustrated in Fig. 4:   
1. Identify a use case.    
2. Choose between Public Blockchain vs Private Blockchain. If you want the data to be 
accessed by everyone then you chose public Blockchain. Otherwise to give access to only the 
trusted members we use Private Blockchain. Public Blockchains can be Ethereum for 
example and Private Blockchains can be IBM’s Hyperledger Fabric or R3’s Corda.  
3. Now we must decide if the architecture should be fully decentralized or part centralized + 
part decentralized, which is also known as a hybrid. In hybrid, we have control over which 
data to be kept private and which data to be kept public. One example can be healthcare data, 
where the person’s name can be kept public so that we will know in advance if the hospital 
has our details. And the details which are sensitive can be kept private.    
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4. Smart contracts hacks do take place. The most popular one being DAO Hack. That is why 
smart contracts must be audited properly. There are a few tools available online like 
securify.ch [8] developed by ETH Zurich for security reports on the code.    
5. Having a proper consensus mechanism is very important for data validity and security. Each 
consensus algorithm has its own flaws. For example, proof of work is susceptible to Sybil 
attacks. So based on the architecture, a suitable mechanism must be selected for our business 
model.    
6. The final step is to offer this as a service with the help of a cloud provider.  
3.9 Sample Use-Cases:  
1. Financial Settlements: Without the need for intermediaries, Blockchains have an application 
in faster financial transactions. Banks sometimes hold onto our money, and the transactions 
can take up to 2-3 days for completion. With Blockchains, the transactions execute 
immediately. This can be achieved by maintaining a distributed ledger, like the way bitcoin 
works. Every transaction is then validated immediately and verified by consensus. Incentives 
can be given to the validators. This will attract more people to the ecosystem.  
2. Store of Value: As mentioned previously, we can save our asset ownership details on a 
Blockchain, and those assets will not lose its value. Those assets can be the points earned in 
online gaming or reputation/incentive earned in a Blockchain ecosystem. Such systems will 
attract more users to join and contribute to the ecosystem.    
3. Identity Safety [9]: There is a popular saying that “Blockchain remembers”. Counterfeiting 
identities is impossible if our identity is saved on a Blockchain. Of course, now you will 
wonder what if a bad actor views your details on the Blockchain. Just like the way we can 
see bitcoin transactions on a block explorer. There exist private Blockchains in which only 
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the company that has access to the Blockchain can view the data. Thus, Identity safety proves 
to be a useful case for Blockchain.    
4. Information Security: Similarly, Critical information in an ecosystem that is user ids and 
passwords can be saved on a Blockchain. Access to this information can only be given to 
trusted authorities. By doing so, there are no chances for a remote login by a hacker. Thus, 
the information is safe.    
5. Data Verification: Data verification can be use case of Blockchains. Initially, we must save 
the data of a record/transaction on a blockchain. In case of a conflict on the credibility of a 
record, we can cross-check it with the information on the blockchain. Mismatching of data 
with blockchain indicates fraud. Verifying the records can help us detect frauds.  
6. Fair Automation: There are applications where tasks are automated. This can include the 
execution of applications, distribution of wealth, etc. With the help of smart contracts, we can 
ensure the system behaves according to the terms and conditions. Thus, Fair automation 
applications are a useful use case of Blockchain.    
7. Food Tracking [10]: Quality of the food can be ensured when we track the distribution of 
food via its food supply chain. We can have an incentive for every distributor for doing their 
work in the form of points and these points will help them be a part of other food supply 
chain, thus creating networks of markets  
8. Royalty Management [11]: Royalty can be given to the artist whenever someone tries to 
distribute their work. This will help more artists to come up and establish themselves in the 
market. Distribution of royalty can be automated with the help of smart contracts.  
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9. Billing System [12]: Bills generated by a retail store can be saved on a Blockchain. Firms 
like Walmart which has multiple outlets can have a decentralized billing system maintained 
which would ease the audits.  
10. Education Platform [13]: A decentralized education platform can be created where 
contributors are given incentives for their contribution. These incentives can be showcased as 
Skillsets in their portfolio. This will further help them get better job opportunities and help 



















4. BLOCKCHAIN MANAGED SUPPLY CHAIN FOR SoC 
 
System on Chip (SoC) is the backbone component of the electronics industry nowadays. 
ASIC- and FPGA-based SoC’s are the two most popular methods of manufacturing SoCs. 
4.1 ASIC and FPGA   
FPGA is an acronym for Field Programmable Gate Array. It is used in modern-day 
microelectronic circuits and is reprogrammable. It primarily consists of Configurable Logic 
Blocks interlinked with programmable interconnects. This helps an FPGA, initially configured as 
a CPU, to be utilized as a graphics card. FPGAs are not manufactured in Bulk. They are 
generally used in systems like Radars, where the circuit needs to be reconfigured during system 
updates. Re-programmability of FPGA makes it conducive for rapid prototyping and testing of 
various Proof of Concepts [14]. 
ASIC is an acronym for Application Specific Integrated Circuit. Contrary to the FPGA, 
ASIC cannot be reprogrammed. They are manufactured using permanently connected logic gates 
and flipflops. ASIC is manufactured at a very high scale. ASICs are generally installed as a 
permanent circuit member, like a microchip, on a circuit [14]. 
4.2 System on Chip and Microelectronics Supply Chain  
 
SoC based on ASIC has a single supply chain structure while an FPGA based SoC supply 
chain can be divided into two parts. For the sake of simplicity and generalizability, we will 
divide the FPGA-based SoC supply chain into two parts: Vendor and Client. FPGA vendor 
supplies the FPGA, whose production supply chain is very similar to that of the ASIC-based-
SoC supply chain and the client then utilizes the FPGA to prepare the SoC in-house.  Following 
are the supply chain block diagrams and important stages for both the Supply Chains:  
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1. ASIC based SoC 
 
Figure 5 ASIC Based SoC Supply Chain 
As shown in Fig. 5, it consists of five stages [15]: Project Development, Design Development, 
Physical Design, Fabrication and Quality Test.   
• Project Development: Project idea is conceptualized in this stage.   
• Design Development: Design of the ASIC is finalized in this stage.   
• Physical Design: A prototype of the ASIC is developed and is tested against various 
Quality Assurance Tests.   
• Fabrication: In this stage, ASIC is Fabricated on large scale.    
• Quality Test: Before the delivery of the ASIC, it must pass through a Quality Test. 
Such tests are performed at this stage.   
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2. FPGA based SoC  
 
Figure 6 FPGA based SoC Supply Chain 
As shown in Fig. 6, it consists of six stages [16]: IP Vendor, SoC Design, SoC Verification, SoC 
Mask, SoC Testing, and Delivery.    
• Vendor: The vendor is the party that supplies the FPGA to the client.   
• SoC Design: The client then designs the SoC on the FPGA.   
• SoC Verification: After the design is finalized, it is verified in this stage  
• SoC Mask: SoC is then Manufactured as per the demand.   
• SoC Testing: Here, SoC goes through Various Quality Control Tests and is then 
packaged for delivery.   
• Delivery: SoC is now delivered to the distributors.   
  
4.3 Incorporating Blockchain in Our Supply Chain Design  
As mentioned previously, both ASIC and FPGA supply chains are plagued with few 
problems. Security, Accountability, Complexity, and Governance are the main performance & 
efficiency bottlenecks for these microelectronic supply chains.   
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To solve these issues, we had first tried looking for technology. Majority of the Supply 
Chain Management design tools available in the market while providing for ease in designing 
and delegating governance on the supply chain, are still not as secure (due to centralized 
architecture) or Accountable (due to ease of editing the data entries). To solve all these core 
issues, we need a technology that is secure, decentralized and not has the feature of editing the 
transactions. And the technology is Blockchain.  In an FPGA-based-SoC supply chain setup, one 
of the risks and the issues that come is the compatibility of the tools used by the client and 
vendor, but apart from that the authenticity of the components that are used and the various 
participants is always ensured by the underlying Blockchain infrastructure.  
We started our research by looking into the various blockchain platforms that were 
available. One of the important features we wanted in our system was Private Channels and High 
Scalability. Thus, Public Blockchain platforms such as EOS, Ethereum, NEO were not 
considered. Among Private Blockchain Platforms, the available options were R3’s Corda, Linux 
Foundation’s Hyperledger Fabric. We had decided to go for Hyperledger Fabric since it had 
better open-source support and was already being utilized by major firms like IBM and 
Walmart. We will model our supply chain using Hyperledger Composer. Hyperledger Composer 
is a modeling tool that helps in the rapid prototyping of blockchain applications. It provides the 
backend to test our applications. The programming language used in the Hyperledger Composer 




5. SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
Hyperledger Composer is an online modeling tool provided by The Linux Foundation which 
helps in rapid testing and Prototyping of the Blockchain Network. It is compatible with the 
Hyperledger Fabric framework.  
5.1 General File Structure 
  
 
Figure 7 File Structure of Hyperledger Composer [17] 
There are a few important components of the Hyperledger Composer, as shown in Fig. 7, which 
we will explain in brief:  
• Model File: Model file is written in an object-oriented modeling language. The key 
components of this file are Assets, Participants and Transactions. Assets are traded 
among participants as per the logic defined in the transactions.  
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• Script File: Script file is written in JavaScript and contains the programmable logic for 
the various transactions in the environment.  
• Access Control File: Access Control file defines the permissions and enforces the rules 
for participants.  
• Query File: Query File contains the various query definitions that can be performed on 
our network.  
• Business Network Archive: This file contains Model, Script, Access Control, and Query 
file. We can save this file in our local development environment. This file is portable. We 
have the provision to upload this file to Hyperledger Composer and when we upload this 
file, the Composer tool will automatically display the model file, script file, access 
control file and query file - that were initially used to create the business network archive 
file. Thus, it is easy to save our project files.  
5.2 Modelling of Our Supply Chains 
 
       Both ASIC and FPGA based SoC have Model, Script and Access Control Files. We will 
now describe them as follows.  
5.2.1 ASIC-based SoC 
1. Model File:  
• Model file consists of five participants: Project Development, Design Development, Physical 
Design, Fabrication, Quality Test.   
• It contains a single asset, which is the ASIC based SoC.  




2. Script File: 
• Script file consists of the logic which ensures the transferring of the component from one 
stage to another. And thus, the progress of the development is updated. [21][24] 
3.  Access Control File: 
• This file has various rules that are enforced on the participants.  
• This will help maintain the necessary business privacy settings.  
5.2.2 FPGA Based SoC 
Both Script file and Access control file for this setup is the same as the files for ASIC based 
SoC supply chain. There is only one small difference in the Model file. The Model file in this 
scenario has six participants. They are IP Vendor, SoC Design, SoC Verification, SoC Mask, 
SoC Testing, and Delivery.  
5.3 Track Function  
While we are transferring SoC’s among various participants, it is very important for us to 
track the locations where the Chip has been to [21]. This will help us hold a stage accountable if 
there are any counterfeits detected.  
Now let us say, for example, our chip has traveled to Stage 5 from Stage 3 via Stage 4 [21]. 
The track function will show us the complete transit history of the chip.  
5.4 Consensus Algorithm 
Before committing a transaction, all the nodes must come to a consensus. This removes the 
possibility of tampering the transactions since the fraudulent changes will not be accepted by 
the system.  
Thus, Consensus algorithms help in ensuring the security of the blockchain ecosystem.   
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5.5 Procedure  
 
1. Open the Hyperledger composer playground.  
2. Create a new Blockchain network and load the files.  
3. If you have already saved the Business Network Archive (.bna) file, then you can directly 
upload it.  
4. Create the Participants from the admin’s console.  
5. Create the assets and assign the ownership to them.  
6. From the ID registry, assign new ids to the participants.  
7. From the participant’s profile, initiate a blockchain transaction.  
8. Find the recorded transactions on the “all transactions” tab.  












6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
6.1 ASIC Based SoC 
 
6.1.1 Basic Specifications:  
        We will model our Hyperledger Composer blockchain network with Apple’s A10 Chip. 
Following is the information about various stages and the final ASIC Chip.  
• Final SoC Product [22]: Apple A10 Chip   
• Project Development stage participant: Apple Sunnyvale  
• Design Development stage participant: Apple Israel   
• Physical Design stage participant: Apple Israel   
• Fabrication stage participant: TSMC  
• Testing stage participant: TSMC  
 


















Figure 9 Asset/ASIC Based SoC 
Initially, we create the various participants and the ASIC[21] - which will be created by the end 





Figure 10 Admin creating the IDs for the participants 
Then, Network Administrator issues various IDs to the participants as illustrated in Fig. 10. Only 




Figure 11 Updating the progress and transferring ownership of the ASIC[21][24] 
We update the progress and transfer the ownership of the ASIC[21][24] from one stage to 





Figure 12 Track Function 
With the help of Track Function[21] as illustrated in Fig. 12, we can track and identify the 
various stages the ASIC based SoC has gone through.  
 




Figure 14 Exploring a Blockchain Transaction 
Finally, the complete list of transactions is available for auditing as illustrated in Fig. 13. When 
we explore a single transaction, there is no feature to edit the attributes of the transaction as 
illustrated in Fig. 14. This is how blockchains are tamper-resistant and provide security to the 
Supply Chain. 
6.2 FPGA Based SoC 
6.2.1 Basic Specifications 
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As mentioned previously, this supply chain is divided into two parts: Vendor and Client. 
Vendor provides the FPGA and Client manufactures SoC from the FPGA as per the 
requirements. We will now model our Hyperledger Composer blockchain network with Trenz 
Electronics’ TE0723 ArduZynq SoC. Following is the information about various stages and the 
final FPGA based SoC Chip. [23] 
• Final SoC: TE0723 ArduZynq 
• IP Vendor: Xilinx 
• SoC Design: Trenz Electronics Design Team 
• SoC Verification: Trenz Electronics Verification Team  
• SoC Mask: Trenz Electronics Fabrication Team  
• SoC Testing: Trenz Electronics Testing Team  
• Delivery:  FedEx.   
6.2.2 Functioning of the System 
FPGA based SoC’s Supply Chain’s features overlaps a little with the ASIC based SoC’s 













Figure 15 Creating Various Participants 




Figure 16 Track Function for the FPGA Based SoC's Supply Chain 
With the help of Track Function[21] as illustrated in Fig. 16, we can track and identify the 







Figure 17 Blockchain Transactions and Record of a transaction 
Finally, the complete list of transactions is available for auditing. When we explore a single 
transaction, there is no feature to edit the attributes of the transaction as illustrated in Fig. 17. 
This is how blockchains are tamper-resistant and provide security to the Supply Chain. When we 
are deploying this application to production grade, we can further improve the security of the 
ecosystem by incorporating a scalable secure consensus algorithm like Kafka or Raft.  
6.3 Scenario of Multiple Firms in a Single Stage 
Since the tracking shows the companies involved in the development of a chip, they are held 
accountable.  
So, when we have multiple participants in each stage, participants have more incentive to follow 
the rules and regulations of the ecosystem due to competition. 
For example:  
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1. In the ASIC based SoC Supply Chain, after the work is done by the “Apple Israel” in 
stage 3, we can introduce another fabrication firm “Samsung”. When “TSMC” is in 
direct competition with “Samsung”, any mistake done by “TSMC” can be identified. 
This is bad for their business. Hence, the security and the quality of the Apple A10 
chip are ensured. 
 
Figure 18 Two firms scenario in case of ASIC based SoC Supply Chain 
2. In the FPGA based SoC Supply Chain, the Client can change the vendor if the quality 
is compromised – “Trenz Electronics” can change the vendor from “Xilinx” to 
“Texas Instruments”. Thus, “Xilinx” has little incentive to go against the system and 






















7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
We have designed and implemented a Blockchain-managed Supply Chain for System on 
Chips. This is a demonstration that Blockchain can help in ensuring the integrity of the 
microelectronics in their supply chain. Our Blockchain ecosystem is secured, private 
permissioned, and tamper-resistant.  
Since the blockchain network helps solve the key issues, it can be used in the industries 
by having it deployed in the cloud and offer it as a Blockchain-as-a-Service platform. We can 
use a popular cloud provider like AWS to deploy our platform. We should also use a scalable 
consensus algorithm like Kafka in our deployment. DevOps must be embraced, and the platform 
should be updated with the latest security. 
Mobile apps can be developed which can improvise the dashboard experience for 
members participating in the supply chain. This will also help them check the status of the 
development of a shipment.  
Since this project will deal with organizations spread wide across the globe, we must also 
comply with the various regulations. With this, it will streamline the onboarding process of the 
various organizations and we can promise high-quality System on Chip being used in the market. 
We can also gamify the system and have every participant some reputation points, and those 
points, in turn, can be used to become members of other supply chains. By this, we are 
democratizing the markets and help avoid the formation of monopolies, which is very important 
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